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TTAG
Innovative, customizable and affordable cold chain
quality control tag system
a time-temperature tracker for individual packages
Scriba has developed an innovative time-temperature indicator (TTI) architecture. A TTI is a device recording the thermal history of packaging, and it is used to
monitor the storage conditions of perishable products.
The TTAG innovation is a three-component technological system: it includes a TTI
label, the En-TAGTM traceability barcode and the Nanoviewer App.
Ttag is completely
passive

an adhesive label
directly coupled with
anti-counterfeiting
miniaturized code

The label contains Thermosensitive
materials that can cover temperature
excursions in a range of -80°C to +41°C

The Nanoviewer App is
our proprietary image
analysis software

TTAG records up to 48 hours
of cumulative heat exposure
with a resolution of 30 min
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Competing technologies
TTAG’s direct competitors are other Time Temperature Indicators intended for
granular use. At present, Time temperature indicators based on thermochromic
inks are the only type of TTIs enabling cold-chain monitoring at the individual
package level. However, these indicators lack readout automation, depending entirely on the interpretation of operators. The indirect competitors to these products rely on alternative technologies like RFID and data logger sensors. However,
these technologies are larger in size and more expensive and consequently intended for monitoring the temperature of secondary and tertiary packaging, respectively.
Competitive advantages of the TTAG
Our solution uses thermosensitive materials that undergo an irreversible change in
their optical contrast when exposed to particular temperature ranges.
The advantages and benefits of TTAG solution are:
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Capability to record ‘thermal excursions’ above a
threshold temperature with a resolution of 1 hour
over periods of 2 days, even in the case of multiple
exposures.
Digital readout of the thermal exposure with an
App developed by Scriba, automating the readout
and simplifying the interpretation for the final user.
Thin design and small size (16mm x 20mm and
2mm thickness), suitable for primary packaging.
Cost-effectiveness, since
TTAG
will
be
commercialized at fraction of the price of competing solutions.

